The decision to cooperate within R&D joint ventures is often based on 'expert advice.' Such advice typically originates in a due diligence process, which assesses the R&D joint venture's profitability, for example, by appraising the achievability of synergies. We show that if the experts who advise the owners considering forming an R&D joint venture are also responsible for R&D efforts, they can have incentives to withhold information about the extent of those synergies. Owners optimally react by reducing the incentives to innovate in low-value projects developed within R&D joint ventures and in high-value projects developed within competing research organizations.
Introduction
Firms that are considering acquiring competitors, merging, or even entering strategic alliances will typically engage in a due diligence process aimed at assessing the costs and benefits of these acquisitions, mergers, or strategic alliances. To integrate the different perspectives and to utilize the expertise within the due diligence team, firms often include operating managers in this process. 1 The due diligence process that firms perform in view of forming research and development (R&D) joint ventures is no exception to this practice.
Owners frequently rely to their executing researchers' assessments. These researchers are often the best, if not the only, experts who possess profound knowledge about the R&D projects to be executed. Given the importance of the executing researchers' expert advice to the due diligence process, we analyze how relying on that advice during the formation of R&D joint ventures affects the contracts that are offered to the researchers, the R&D efforts of the researchers, the R&D organization chosen chosen, and ultimately, the intensity of R&D that is implemented.
When firms organize their R&D in a joint venture, they regularly incur organizational costs that would not be incurred had they conducted their R&D on their own. For example, incentivizing researchers to perform in a new, more complicated organizational environment is often more costly because successes and failures are no longer easily attributable to one's own R&D team. These increased information asymmetries in R&D joint ventures affect owners and researchers asymmetrically. As a result, the owners' and researchers' preferences regarding the decision to cooperate or to compete in R&D are not always aligned. Given this misalignment of interests, researchers may have incentives to withhold information about the relative profitability of competing and cooperative R&D during the due diligence process.
Our contribution is to show the conditions under which this is the case and that, to induce 1 Jemison and Sitkin (1986) provide examples of this practice and write, "For example, Sam Ginn, vice chairman of the Pacific Telesis Group, involves in negotiations the operating manager who would be responsible for the new subsidiary. At PacTel, the arguments justifying the acquisition form the basis of the plan on which the target company will be run and against which the manager will subsequently be evaluated" (page 109).
the researchers to reveal their private information, firms should distort their innovation intensities away from the intensities that they would have implemented had they been able to directly assess the relative profitability of the R&D joint venture without including the researchers in the due diligence process. We also examine the conditions under which this distortion implies a reduction in the implemented R&D intensities. Finally, we argue that involving operating managers in the due diligence for mergers and acquisitions (M&As) has the same consequences described for the formation of R&D joint ventures.
Government programs supporting the formation of R&D joint ventures affect the relative payoffs of the research organizations involved, but they do not directly affect the payoffs of the researchers who are effectively conducting the research. For this reason, these programs impact the conflict between researchers and owners as well as the incentives given to researchers to exert efforts in their R&D activities. Our results suggest that for innovation projects targeting large markets, subsidies reduce the incentives to innovate in competing R&D projects, but they increase the incentives to innovate within R&D joint ventures. In contrast, for innovation projects targeting small to intermediate-sized markets, government support for R&D joint ventures increases the innovation intensity in competing R&D projects and decreases the innovation intensity within R&D joint ventures.
We contribute to the literature in three ways. First, we contribute to the rich literature on R&D joint venture formation. This literature studies the justifications for forming R&D joint ventures as well as their impact on social welfare. It finds that R&D joint ventures are often privately and socially desirable because they enable participating firms to internalize externalities and spillovers, to share R&D costs and reduce R&D effort duplication, and to between such an expert and the decision maker. Typically, in these models, the expert's bias is generic and exogenously given. In contrast, in our model, the expert's bias is specific to the situation and endogenous. In this situation, the decision maker chooses the organizational structure within which to carry out a project with the expert as the operating manager.
We show that the expert's ability to strategically withhold information affects not only the decision maker's organizational choice but also the incentives given to the expert for carrying out the project. Similarly to Green and Laffont (1982) , we have partially verifiable information: the synergies available in an R&D joint venture become verifiable only if an R&D joint venture is chosen. In line with their result, in our model, the decision maker may find it optimal not to establish incentives for truth telling in all instances. By considering (partially) verifiable information, we also relate to earlier contributions to the literature on persuasion games (see Grossman (1981) , Milgrom (1981) or Milgrom and Roberts (1986) ). In these models, the expert can hide hard information (for example on the quality of his products) and the decision maker assumes that any missing information is likely to be unfavorable to the expert. Consequently, the expert will voluntarily reveal all favorable information, which leads to full disclosure. As in Shin (1994) , in our model, full disclosure fails because there is uncertainty about whether the expert knows the true state.
Third, our setup allows us to contribute to the literature that studies how a firm's competitive environment affects the optimal incentives to exert an effort in the invention of new products, the reduction of production costs, or the selling of a product. Within this literature, several studies highlight that competition affects managerial incentives positively.
Competition offers a yardstick to the shareholders because the firm's performance can be measured against that of its close competitors, and it enables relative performance evaluation (Celentani and Loveira, 2006) by providing informative signals that must be considered in the contracting between principals and agents (Holmström, 1979 and 1982) . Competition offers insurance to risk-averse managers by reducing the impact of exogenous (demand or cost) shocks, thus increasing incentives (Rey and Tirole, 1986) . It may improve incentives to the management in firms with poor governance structures to adopt new technologies through the threat of bankruptcy (Aghion, Dewatripont, and Rey, 1997) . We show that in situations in which firms can cooperate and base their decision to cooperate on contributions by the operating managers, the impact can go both ways: we find that support for cooperative R&D may have a positive effect, but it may also have a negative effect on the researchers' incentives to innovate.
Model setup
Two firms, i and −i, follow a product innovation project that targets a new market. Each firm i has an owner, who we also refer to as a principal, and employs one researcher. This researcher, who we also refer to as the agent, and who we also call i, conducts the innovation project. The principals must decide whether to conduct the project standalone (S) or to conduct the research project jointly within a new entity: the research joint venture (J).
In a stand-alone setting, (S), if only one of the firms succeeds at conducting the project, it will be a monopolist with its brand in the product market. We denote the monopolist's profits by π and normalize the unsuccessful firm's profit to zero. If, however, both firms' projects succeed, then the brands of the two firms compete in a duopoly. Consumers perceive these two brands as differentiated; a parameter α ∈ [0, 1/2], such that each duopolist earns απ, captures the extent of this perceived differentiation.
2 The lower bound, α = 0, corresponds to the two firms competing in prices with homogenous products, and the upper bound,
, implies that, while the brands of the product are differentiated, consumers perceive them to be sufficiently close substitutes.
In a research joint venture setting, (J), we assume an exogenously determined sharing rule, according to which the costs of a joint project are shared equally between the two firms. Following a joint venture success each firm earns duopoly profits, απ. We normalize the product market profits of firms participating in an unsuccessful R&D joint venture to zero.
The process of developing new products is typically uncertain and, in contrast to much of the R&D literature, 3 our model accounts for this uncertainty. Each project's success depends on the efforts of the agents assigned to its execution. Additionally, in an R&D joint venture success depends on the synergies between the agents. In particular, in a standalone setting, each R&D project within firm i is conducted by agent i, whose effort we denote e i ∈ [0, 1[. We model the probability that a project developed within firm i will succeed as p i (S) = e i .
This formulation implies that the success of each individual firm's project is assumed to be independent of that of the other firm's project. In an R&D joint venture setting, we assume that the R&D project will be jointly conducted by the two agents employed by the firms.
These agents will operate within a common facility that enables them to capture synergies.
Accordingly, we assume that the project's probability of success is a function of the two agents' efforts, e i and e −i , and of a random parameter s ∈ [0, 1], which captures the degree of synergy in the joint project. We assume that the synergies enhance the productivity of the agents in the development process. Specifically, higher synergies lead to a higher probability that any given efforts lead to the project's success. We define the probability of success in an R&D joint venture as p(J) = e i + e −i − (1 − s) e i e −i . We restrict our analysis to those effort levels that lead to a well-defined probability (that is, to p(J)
A synergy level of s = 0 captures a setting in which the agents' successes are independent and p(J) = e i + e −i − e i e −i . In this case, the probability that researchers working in the same laboratory will succeed will be the same as the probability that researchers working in separate facilities will succeed. However, if s > 0, the agents exploit the fact that they work in the same facility and, to some degree, coordinate their tasks. We assume that the degree to which the agents can coordinate their tasks -the degree of synergy -is exogenously given.
This value cannot be manipulated by either agents or principals but is instead inherent to the technical characteristics of the project. For example, if a development process involves a large amount of tacit learning, the the agents will not be able to coordinate to a large extent, and s will be low. Conversely, if the process does not involve significant tacit learning, then agents can can coordinate their tasks to a greater extent, and s will be high. We assume that the synergies are ex-ante unknown because they are specific to each project's development process. However, the due diligence process allows researchers to identify the extent of these synergies. In our benchmark scenario, the synergies are public information, whereas in an alternative scenario, the agents conducting the due diligence process are able to conceal their findings.
The effort exerted by researchers in developing the product is assumed to be privately costly to them. We model the cost to researcher i as c i (e i ) = We assume that the owners are risk-neutral. They offer contracts to the agents and decide whether to compete or cooperate in the R&D projects to maximize their expected profits net of the researchers' rewards.
Benchmark: Symmetric information on synergies
In this section, we assume that owners and researchers have full information about the synergies attainable in the R&D joint venture. The owners decide to develop a product through an R&D joint venture if the expected profit from doing so exceeds the expected profit that can be obtained through a standalone development process. Because the researchers' effort levels are not contractible, the contracts in standalone R&D are contingent on the observable and verifiable success of the respective project, whereas in R&D joint ventures, the contracts are contingent on the success of the entire project.
Stand-alone development
Optimal contracts are designed such that, if firm i's project fails, then researcher i receives a base wage w Firm i's maximization problem under stand-alone development is
The solution to this problem gives w 
Research joint venture
which results in the new incentive compatibility constraint
The joint venture solves ∀i = −i,
The first-order conditions for this maximization program with respect to b i are
and
. The resulting base wage is w
, and the optimal bonus in the symmetric solution is given by the standard solution to a third-degree polynomial:
where
Equilibrium organization
Using these results, we now characterize the equilibrium organization of R&D with nonobservable efforts. Plugging the solution for the optimal contract into the profit functions and the researchers' expected utility, it is possible to derive the s and π combinations under which owners and researchers, respectively, prefer an R&D joint venture to stand-alone development.
Proposition 1 With symmetric information on synergies in an R&D joint venture, owners prefer R&D joint ventures to stand-alone R&D for high monopoly profits and high synergies.
Proof. Proposition 1 follows from comparing the values obtained in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
There are four main effects at work: (1) a payoff externality effect, (2) a product-market competition effect, (3) a synergies effect, and (4) an information loss effect. First, in standalone R&D, firms exercise a negative payoff externality on their competitor. If firm i implements a larger effort, this decreases firm −i's expected profit. Firm i does not take this into account in its decision; hence, there is room for improvement by making a joint decision of how much effort to exert within an R&D joint venture. Second, implementing an R&D joint venture means that the firms' presence in the product market is perfectly correlated: either they compete in the product market or there is no firm in the market. This means that success in an R&D joint venture is not very valuable if competition in the product market is cutthroat. Third, in an R&D joint venture, firms can achieve synergies; two stand-alone firms cannot. Fourth, R&D joint ventures have the drawback of having to incentivize agents in a more complex environment.
Solving the negative payoff externality by means of an R&D joint venture is particularly valuable to the owners (1) if competition in a duopolistic product market is not overly fierce, (2) if the probability that both firms will succeed in competition is high, and (3) if the synergies achievable in the R&D joint venture are high. Condition (1) holds if consumers perceive the two brands of the product as sufficiently differentiated, which is captured by a high α. Condition (2) holds if the implemented effort levels and thus the implemented probabilities of success in a stand-alone firm are high, that is, if the monopoly profit π is high. Condition (3) holds if s is sufficiently large. Consequently, owners prefer R&D joint ventures to stand-alone development as long as synergies, s, and monopoly profits, π, are sufficiently high and consumers perceive the two brands of the product as sufficiently differentiated, that is, α is sufficiently high. Because higher expected profits imply higher optimal implemented efforts and, therefore, higher information rents for the agents, both agents and owners prefer to solve the negative payoff externality in an R&D joint venture for high synergies, high monopoly profits, and strong product differentiation. . In this figure, the Π 1 -Π 2 -line represents the (π, s) − combinations, for which each firm's expected profit from stand-alone development equals its expected profit from joint development. The U 1 -U 2 -line represents the researchers' indifference curve between these two organizational forms.
The P r 1 -P r 2 -line corresponds to the (π, s) − combinations, for which the probability of success under joint development would equal unity. ), define by s * the point at which U 1 − U 2 and Π 1 − Π 2 intersect and divide the (π, s) space in five areas: area I, delineated by U 1 − s * − Π 2 −P r 2 −P r 1 , area II, to the left of the line
area IV, delineated by U 2 − s * − Π 2 , and area V, delineated by P r 1 − P r 2 .
In areas II and IV, the expected profits from stand-alone development are higher than those from joint development, and in areas I and III, the opposite holds. In areas II and III, researchers prefer stand-alone development, and in areas I and IV, the opposite holds. We exclude all (π, s) − combinations above this line, area V, because they would not lead to a well-defined probability of success in an R&D joint venture.
Solving the payoff externality and having to incentivize agents in the more complex environment of an R&D joint venture introduces a wedge between the researchers' and the owners' preferences for the organizational form. For high values of the monopoly profit, π, the efforts implemented in a stand-alone situation are very high, such that the probability that both firms will succeed in developing the product and then have to compete/share the market is very high. Therefore, owners can gain from coordinating the implemented efforts under joint development. However, because this reduces the researchers' rents, for high Proof. See Appendix A.
In Appendix A, we analyze degrees of product differentiation other than α = 1 2 and show that the two conflicts exist generally. We further demonstrate that, as products become more differentiated, the respective minimum synergies for which owners and researchers prefer R&D joint ventures over stand-alone development for any given monopoly profit become smaller.
Asymmetric information on synergies
In this section we analyze how optimal contracts change if the information about synergies in an R&D joint venture, which the researchers receive in the due diligence process, is not public. For this, assume that synergies are a random variable with s ∈ {s, s}, where 0 ≤ s < s ≤ 1, and that the probability of high synergies, Pr (s = s) = θ ∈ ]0, 1[, is common knowledge among researchers and owners.
With probability q ∈ ]0, 1[, before the start of the project, researcher i receives a perfectly informative private signal about the value of s. This signal is assumed to be hard (not falsifiable), but concealable. Assume the occurrence of the signal to be independent across researchers. 4 The owners of each firm i interview their researcher, who reports m i ∈ {∅, s, s},
where ∅ indicates that the researcher reports he did not learn anything about the synergies.
Once one researcher reveals the signal, it can be relayed to the other firm's owners. Hence, it suffices that one researcher reveals his signal for both firms' owners to be informed. After forming an R&D joint venture, which we assume to be irreversible, and before executing the project, the owners learn the true value of s, regardless of whether the agents sent a message 4 These assumptions on the signals make it impossible for the principals to devise mechanisms that make the researchers reveal their private information without cost to the principals. See Crémer and McLean (1985) or Maskin and Riley (1985) for such mechanisms.
indicating the extent of the synergies. If no R&D joint venture is formed, the owners can only learn the value of s from the agents, if the agents received a signal.
Hence, in stand-alone R&D ventures, owners can make transfers to the researchers contingent (1) on the success or failure of the project and (2) on the researchers' messages. In an R&D joint venture, owners can make the transfers to the researchers contingent (1) on the success or failure of the whole project, (2) on the researchers' messages, and (3) on the true synergies.
The timing of the model is now as follows:
1. Incentive contracts for the possible configurations are written.
2. Researchers receive a signal on possible synergies with probability q.
3. Researchers send a message m ∈ {∅, s, s}. 
Incentive constraints
There are two types of incentive constraints: effort incentive constraints and revelation incentive constraints. The former are the usual incentive compatibility constraints, specifying the utility maximizing effort level for each bonus. The latter constraints are to ensure that the researchers reveal the signal if they received one.
Effort incentive constraints
There is no change in the effort incentive constraint compared to section 3. Hence, in the stand-alone situation, researcher i has incentive compatibility constraint
Revelation incentives
To derive revelation incentive constraints, we first exogenously fix the contracts to the level chosen under symmetric information on s, that is, to w S , b S , w J , and b J . Given these contracts, we then check which equilibria exist with respect to the researchers' choice to reveal a received signal. 
Low expected synergies
Assume a situation in which there are low expected synergies, such that conflict 1 arises. For low values of the monopoly profit, the offered bonus stays the same as under symmetric information over the synergies.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Note that, as in Green and Laffont (1986) , it may be optimal for the owner not to provide incentives for truthful revelation. This is the case close to the Π 1 -Π 2 line in area III of Figure 1 , where the transfer necessary to provide incentives for truthful revelation would have to be too large compared to the gains from the implementation of the "better" organizational environment. Close to the U 1 -U 2 line in Figure 1 , however, the transfer necessary to provide incentives for truthful revelation would have to be small, whereas the potential gain is large.
In this case, the incentives to innovate given to the researchers in stand-alone (in an R&D joint venture) are strictly smaller (strictly larger) if researchers obtain private information about synergies in the due diligence process than if they do not. Proof. See Appendix C.
High expected synergies
Again, as in Green and Laffont (1986) , it may be optimal for the owner not to provide incentives for truthful revelation. This is the case close to the Π 1 -Π 2 line in area IV of Figure 1 , where the transfer necessary to provide incentives for truthful revelation would have to be too large compared to the gains from the implementation of the better organizational environment. Close to the U 1 -U 2 line in Figure 1 , however, the transfer necessary to provide incentives for truthful revelation would have to be small, while the potential gain is large.
In this case, the incentives to innovate given to the researchers in stand-alone (in an R&D joint venture) are strictly larger (strictly smaller) if researchers obtain private information about synergies in the due diligence process than if they do not. Table 1 highlights the distortions to the incentives to innovate given to the researchers in stand-alone R&D and in R&D joint ventures if researchers receive private information on the synergies in an R&D joint venture during the due diligence process. Bonuses are distorted such that agents are rewarded for disclosing signals that would change the owners' default organization, and they are punished for not disclosing signals that would have changed the owners' default organization.
Summary of results
Stand-alone R&D joint venture Table 1 : Distortions in the bonus structure induced by asymmetric information on s.
Extension: Mergers and acquisitions
Our analysis thus far has shown that if, during the due diligence, the researchers obtain private information on the synergies that can be achieved in an R&D joint venture, the firms' owners distort their incentives to innovate to elicit that private information. In this section, we argue that the main insights gained in that environment continue to hold if, instead, the two firms considered conducting out the research project in a merger, creating one firm with a multi-product offering. 5 While our leading example in this section is that of an M&A, studying this case would also provide insights into the mechanics of R&D joint venture formation when the joint venture partners are able (and allowed) to collude in the product market ensuing from the joint venture but were not able (or were not allowed) to collude if they competed in stand-alone projects.
When firms decide on merging rather than forming an R&D joint venture, three of the four effects described, the payoff externality effect, the synergies effect, and the information loss effect, still work the same way as in the formation of an R&D joint venture.
We have shown for the case of R&D joint venture formation that the owners' and the researchers' preferences over the organizational form are in conflict because two of these three effects, the payoff externality effect and the information loss effect, affect on researchers and owners differently. On the one hand, solving the payoff externality increases profits for owners because it allows owners to coordinate the implemented efforts, leading to a decrease in the equilibrium bonuses paid to the researchers. Hence, while solving the payoff externality increases payoffs for owners, it decreases the researchers' rents. In contrast, the information loss is detrimental to owners, but it increases the researchers' rents. Solving the profit externality has a larger impact in markets with higher (single-product) monopoly profits than in markets with lower monopoly profits, while the information loss effect is always present. Hence, if monopoly profits are high, for some degree of synergies, researchers prefer the owners not to solve the payoff externality, whereas owners prefer to do so. in contrast, solving the profit externality has a smaller impact in markets with smaller monopoly profits.
Hence, if monopoly profits are low, for some degree of synergies, researchers would prefer owners to solve the payoff externality, whereas owners instead would prefer not to do so.
Because the payoff externality effect and the information loss effect are both present in the decision to merge, they induce the same types of conflicts when firms contemplate carrying out the research project in a merger between the two firms, creating one firm with a multi-product offering. Therefore, if researchers obtain private information on the synergies in the due diligence for an M&A, the owners will distort the researchers' incentives to elicit that private information in an M&A as they did in an R&D joint venture.
The only effect that works differently in an M&A than in an R&D joint venture is the product-market competition effect. In an R&D joint venture, the successful partners compete in the product market, whereas in an M&A, they do not. This reverses the effect of product market competition on both owners and researchers. Solving the negative profit externality by means of an R&D joint venture is especially profitable if competition in the product market is not too fierce, but solving it by means of an M&A is especially profitable in the opposite case, that is, if competition in the product market is fierce. However, the change in the working of the product-market competition effect does not eliminate the conflicts arising from the payoff externality effect and the information loss effect. Therefore, the main results for M&As are similar to the results for R&D joint venture formation. For this reason, we feel that, for the sake of brevity, we should not reproduce the entire analytical presentation of the results for the case of an M&A. 6 
Conclusions
It is common practice for firms considering entering into an R&D joint venture to engage in a due diligence process to assess the costs and benefits of the joint venture. Firms frequently involve researchers in that process to utilize their expertise. This paper examines the impact of that practice on the optimal incentives to innovate given to researchers.
We first show the conditions under which researchers have an incentive to withhold private information on the relative profitability of R&D joint ventures compared to competing R&D projects. We argue that there are two reasons for researchers to withhold that information. On the one hand, in a joint venture, owners solve a negative payoff externality by implementing a lower effort than if they competed in their projects. This decreases the researchers' information rents. On the other hand, in a joint venture, owners incur a higher cost of giving incentives to the researchers because researchers now operate in a more complex environment. This increases the researchers' information rents. signifies that it is just profitable to merge the two competitors if the merged entity had to drop one of the two differentiated products. who received the signal reveals it, that researcher receives a transfer for revealing, and the expected profits per firm are EΠ Jp (s, ∅)−
The restrictions to be fulfilled are the limited liability constraints, the researchers' participation constraints, and the effort incentive compatibility constraints.
Each firm's first-order condition with respect to the bonus of researcher i if he does not reveal a signal, b i (∅), can be written as
Denote the solution to this problem by b Sp i (∅). Under symmetric information on s, the first order condition was
Thus, with private information on synergies, the incentives given to the researchers in standalone development are lower than those given with symmetric information, b
Furthermore, each firm's first-order conditions with respect to the bonuses of the researchers in an R&D joint venture after m i = m −i = s can be written as
and 
and Under symmetric information on s, the first-order conditions were
and e −i =
That is, with private information on synergies, the incentives given to the researchers in an R&D joint venture are higher than with symmetric information on synergies. Note that conflict 1 occurs for relatively high levels of the monopoly profit. Now determine whether it is profitable to implement truthful revelation. Clearly, for s close to s(π), for which Π J = Π S , this is not the case, whereas for s close to s(π), for which
C Proof of Proposition 4
Proof. Suppose first that the principal implements truthful revelation. With contracts that induce the researchers to reveal their signal if they received one, the expected profits are as follows. With probability (1 − q) 2 θ, neither researcher received a signal, it turns out that s = s, and the profits are EΠ Jp (∅, ∅, s). With probability (1 − q) 2 (1 − θ), neither researcher received a signal, it turns out that s = s, and the profits are EΠ Jp (∅, ∅, s). With probability q 2 θ, both researchers received s = s, which they have an incentive to reveal, and the profits are EΠ Jp (s, s, s). With probability 2q (1 − q) θ, only one researcher received s = s, which he has an incentive to reveal, and the profits are EΠ Jp (s, ∅, s). With probability q 2 (1 − θ), both researchers received s = s. In the equilibrium in which they reveal, both researchers receive a transfer for revealing, and the expected profits are EΠ Sp (s) − EU 
